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our reunion was a big success ! 
PICTURES: You may purch ase picture s of the Alumn ae Reunion as follow s: 
Note the numb er at the lower right side of the photo , and mail in that number 
to Mr. Paul Dohert y, 155 Chestnut Ave., Jamaica Plain, Mass. 02130 . Phot os are 
$2.00 each. Please do not send cash, and make your check or money order 
pa yable to: Paul Doherty. 
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THE GENTLE BEAUTIFUL 
PEOPLE: 
dateline: Chinatown, San Francisco, Californ ia, U.S.A. 
By Lana Hamilton Bailey, '56 
By way of an introduction to my most happy experi-
ences here in Chinatown, for those readers unfamili ar with 
the fortit ude of the Chin ese people of California, Samuel 
Lee has gracio usly consented to let me borrow a bit of 
backgro und data from a report he did earlier, for the 
Research depa rtment of th e San Francisco Chamber of 
Commerce, ent itled San Francisco's Chinatown-H istory, 
Function and Importance of Social Organizations. 
The Chin ese migrated to this country as early as 1845 
when word of the discovery of gold reached Hong Kong. 
Due to extortionate taxes, th ey were un able to stake claims, 
but with the beginning of the railroad movement they 
were contracted to meet thi s country's shortage of con-
struction labor. Leland Stanford att ribut ed th e completion 
of the Centra l Pacific lines to th em. They th en dri fted to 
San Francisco. Their services were in demand in develop-
ment of farmin g, fruit, and canneries on the Pacific Coast. 
Sole credit for the foundation of Californ ia's vast agricu l-
tural empi re is due them. After 1880 the Chin ese hou seboy 
became a tradition among America's better families, and 
from this they came to man the hotel, restaurant , and 
laundry indu stries. By 1890, the gold cycle completed, 
mines petered out and jobs for all were scarce. Chinese 
labor was accused of ruinin g the backbone of America. 
The Chinese worker assented and withdrew from com-
petition with American labor . Rigid immigration laws 
were enforced. The Chinese here, then began small busi-
nesses, catering to other Chin ese across the country. Do-
mestic service and the garment industry provided work 
for a fair share of the population. 
The Chinese immi gra nt s, stron gly conscious of poverty, 
restraints of law, religi on and close fam ily ties, faced grave 
problei:rs here in a strange land. Unlike some earlier 
settlers of the Atlantic Coast, they were ignorant of the 
English lang uage and were discriminated aga inst which 
necessitated banding togeth er . The early Chinese settle-
ment was made up largely of Familial groups centered 
around a given family's merchandise store. Persons arriv-
ing would seek shelter with representatives until sent for 
by a relative in another area. From thi s grew the Family 
Associations. These contained members with a common 
surname and membership was an inherent right . Th ey 
play a vital role, even today, in the lives of the Chines e 
since they look to their association for assistance, social 
life and welfare aid. Each has its own build ing in which 
to meet and control is vested in the hands of the older 
genera tion who are responsible for prot ecting the honor 
of th e name and solving member problems. Since San 
Francisco's chinatown is the largest Chin ese settlement 
outside China, 50,000 strong, responsibility falls hea vily 
on the elders of the local unit s. Their decisions are ad-
hered to faithfully and weaker members are protected by 
a solidari ty common only to a Chinese community. Th e 
Distr ict Association allowed for more contro l, but the 
development of the Chinese Six Companies satisfied the 
community's desire for one powerful voice of authority. 
This is perhaps th e most publicized Chinese group in 
America . It is made up of representatives from the other 
organ izations and th ey function much as a Chinese Em-
bassy acting as th e official body for Chinese in America. 
These organ izat ions operate throu gh group pressure. Th e 
behavior of an individual reflects on the gro up as a whole 
making conformity necessary. This society is closely knit 
by ties of kinship and tr adit ion which mak es r ights of 
an indi vidual secondary to the honor of the group . Thu s 
vicious elements are fairly well controlled. Th e Ton g wars , 
murders and violence of the early days are larg ely imagi-
native works of overz ealous newspapermen. Churches 
play a key role in Chinatown's histor y and many language 
Miss Bailey with lier class at tlie annual /anttary birthday party. 
The children in gay costume for the celebration of the May festival. 
schools stem from church worker s sent into the com-
munity. Public schools and welfare agenc ies have wielded 
a great deal of influence in Chinatown. The department 
of Public Health maintains a well baby clinic and child 
welfare center, dental facilities and an immunization pro-
gram. At first the Chinese comm unit y was opposed to th e 
action of the Board of Education of th e city in opening 
a school in Chinatown as it was regarded as an attempt at 
segregation . Th e Commodore Stockton School, however, 
throu gh the sympathetic und erstandin g of the principal 
and faculty brought abou t better relationships between 
Chinatown and the city as a whole-and now 50 years 
later I can attest to that fact, since Commodore Stockton 
School ha s been the site of my teachin g activities for th e 
past six, gloriou s years. 
Th e Commodore Stockton School 1s the largest 
elementary school in the San Francisco Unified School 
District with an enro llment of approximately 1,050 pre-
dominantly Chinese childr en in grades K through 6, with 
a faculty of 34, several of whom are Chinese. During the 
past half century she has stood as a beloved monument 
to learning in th e heart of Chin atown . In order to facilitat e 
the expanding populace of Grant Aven ue and environs, 
the ph ysical plant has expa nded from one building, th e 
Original . Oriental school, to the present total of three 
buildings. The newest, a modern edifice with many con-
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vemenc es, was completed shortly before I took up resi-
dency in one of the thr ee kindergarten rooms in 1958. 
The outstandin g faculty harmony is largely due to our 
young and vibrant Principal, Caesar J. Orsini. Humor 
adds staying power to any situation ; it is a significant 
factor in the atmosphere here. 
As I try to reflect back to the first months of this 
adventure, I am quite sure m y appraisal must have been 
a rather confu sed emotion or two. While there is no doubt 
that these five year olds are among the most beautiful 
and mannerly children I have observed either here or in 
Europe, the lack of English comprehension is nonetheless 
baffling to the newcomer. Much credit for our parent-
teacher relationships and gene ral smooth functioning is due 
our two Chi nese secretaries. They have rescu~d me from 
many a communica tion problem. 
A few years ago there was littl e communication with 
thr ee-quarters of my parents due to their strictly Chinese 
environm ent and lack of necessity to learn any other way 
of life outside their compact communit y. All school notices 
still go home written in Eng lish and Chinese so that they 
will be better informed of their schools activiti es. In many 
cases I am the children's first close Caucasian association . 
I shall never forge t David, amon g my first wondrous 
glimp ses who spent the opening week of school behind the 
coats which line one wall of our room. One huge almond 
eye followed my every move, until finally his fears about 
this strange Missie Bailey were calmed, and he decided to 
take the big move and join us in a circle game. Out of 
necessity, I learned a few simp le Chinese phra ses to supple-
ment my sign languag e attempts and in no time David 
and associates and I were fast friends. 
The children have a strong allegiance to this country 
in Kinde rgarten, and I marvel at the reasoning behind 
such statements as, "You English lady-W e Chinese but 
we all Ame ricans." I am also greatly impre ssed by the 
respect they hold for teacher and learning as evidenced by 
five-year-old Betty. I was teachin g a lesson which par-
ticularly delighted her , and anoth er child had asked how 
come I know so many things when Betty interj ected , "My 
Daddy say-Missie Bailey know ellything in whole world. 
You learn and come teach me. Then I be smart , too." I 
was moved to wonder if I was giving my all to this most 
receptive young audience. The parents express this respect 
in many ways throughout the year. On several occasions 
while shopp ing in Chinatown, I have been warmly gree ted 
by an elder, with expressions of appreciation for our kind-
ness to the childr en. The injustices these people were sub-
jected to decades ago, in their youth, are still part of the 
city's shame . No other gro up is so much a part of the city's 
history. Their contribution has been considerable. 
I rem ember vividly the first time I took a class to see 
movies in our school auditorium. The childr en kept getting 
up and runnin g throu gh the aisles, chatting and eating 
candy much to my amazement. I finally learned, th e hard 
way, that picnic lunch es are the procedure wh en th e whole 
fam ily attends a local Chin ese movie or Opera. Luckily 
my class hadn 't had sufficient warning to come prepared. 
There have been, on occasion, refugees among my 
studen ts and those with benefit of some formal schooling 
in Hong Kong or Canton made good learning adjustments 
to Kindergarten here. Through brush and ink work their 
hand muscles were developed making the transition to 
pencil and printing an easy task. Most of them have been 
alert and eager and usually begin picking up some English 
rapidly. Some others had experienced tent living in poverty 
strick en areas of Hong Kong and hun ger for them was an 
automatic reflex. Often th ey wou ld grab several crackers 
from the nutrition tray and gobble them faster than the eye 
could follow, but the self-restraint of th e others was imp res-
sive. I never heard a complaint about the injustice of it all, 
even thou gh they und erstood that it was one cracker to a 
customer. No doubt they had heard similar stori es of their 
parents' early experiences. They are basically kind and 
helpful in their relationships with one another-but this 
is not to infer that they are unaware of the differences in 
The jungle gym is just part of the very modern 
equipment in the Kindergarten patio. 
clothing and their traditional saucer haircut , etc. The 
American-born often refer to their new-found peers as 
"those Chinese childr en." 
Each year I have witnessed a lessening of the old 
Chinese aura and with the emergence of third-gen era tion 
mothers, born and educated here, comes an updating of 
ideas. This influence is significant and subsequent changes 
are taking place in both social and economic strat a. There 
fortunatel y remains just enou gh of the older generation's 
stable influence to keep the environment on an even and 
char mingly quaint keel. Th e Chines e Elders are justly 
proud of their cultural heri tage, amo ng th e oldest and finest 
in the history of civilization, and th ey work earnestly to 
instill in th e youngsters their sense of purpose and pride. 
Th ey use their lang uage exclusively and since the children 
spend considerable tim e with them, the primary objective 
in Kindergarten has been, in the past, the teaching of 
English. Now throu gh the evolution of change, what with 
the benefit of modern parents and traditional elders, most 
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The c!,i/d.-en gatliered at the front of the Commodore 
Stockton Elementary School. 
The Doll House in the Kindergarten Room is very picturesque. 
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of the children have a solid foundation in both languages 
by five years of age. For example, among my two classes 
this year, there were only seven non-English speaking 
children and by June they all had had a good start. 
Most children, after reaching their sixth birthday, 
attend several hours of Chinese language school each day 
in addition to their public school experience. Thus they 
keep abreast of both cultures. They are serious and con-
scientious students for the most part. These factors all 
contribute to their over-all good behavior. Discipline prob-
lems are at a minimum, relatively speaking. 
During my first years here, the women teachers wore 
cheong sams on all state occasions such as Open House, 
P.T.A. evening functions, etc. This was a colorful note 
and its manifestation of respect was greatly appreciated by 
the parents. We usually had a child in full Chinese tradi-
tional garb serving as room host or hostess also. 
They seem to have an affinity for numbers as evi-
denced by their enthusiasm for the Cuisenaire Math pro-
gram. This fall we will begin an experimental study with 
sets and numbers from the Greater Cleveland Math Pro-
gram in Kindergarten. 
Each year the word is passed on from big brother to 
the next candidate that on party days the other Missie 
Bailey, in the form of my mother, will come to visit and 
bring a treat. Their strong family feeling is evidenced 
when at Christmas time, she too is included in the abun-
dance of gifts which pour forth for teacher. They are 
extremely generous people, and when at the first Christmas 
I attempted to discourage these acts of kindness, I was 
promptly told that it is poor form and bad luck not to ac-
cept. Consequently, I have a marvelous collection of rice 
bowls and some beautiful water colors painted by a parent 
among my souvenirs. 
The biggest excitement each year in Chinatown comes 
in February with the Chinese New Year. The elders dis-
tribute coins in good luck envelopes of red rice paper to the 
children which are usually set aside for their future educa-
tion. On rare occasions these envelopes are in turn passed 
on to someone they love and respect along with a tangerine 
with leaves and stem intact. These signify growth and pros-
perity and it is an honor when teacher is chosen as recipient. 
The Mothers cook elaborate delicacies during the holidays 
and each year I receive a supply for my whole family. Some 
of the children wear their silk brocades and the ornate 
lion occasionally honors us with a visit to school collecting 
money for the Chinese Hospital. 
They greet the New Year with new clothes whenever 
possible. However they all try hard to have new shoes for 
it is had luck to step into old shoes on New Years Day. 
The year itself begins quietly with domestic contemplation 
and later extensive house cleaning to insure removal of 
evil spirits thus paving the way for good health and 
prosperity ushered in with the New Year. Then things 
seem to explode like a giant firecracker into ten full days 
of celebration. The Grant A venue markets and sidewalks 
are lined with azalea blossoms and the Avenue itself is 
strung with colorful lanterns against the backdrop of 
Chinese music pouring forth out of every shop along the 
way. 
The glitter and pageantry of the New Years Parade 
marks the climax of all celebrating. The main feature is 
the fabulous Dragon-symbol of peace-and 125 feet of 
golden splendor. He has horns of the deer, claws of the 
eagle, the body of a serpent and legs of the specially trained 
men who dance along the Avenue underneath the yards of 
Hong Kong imported silk. Caucasians trip by the thousand 
from all over the city on this festive evening, to help their 
patient and honorable neighbors celebrate. This seems in-
congruous since the Chinese concept of the holiday is so 
much more civilized than our own. 
The Chinese funeral, for a dignitary, a dramatic and 
moving ceremony, is one occasion when all Kindergarten 
activity must halt and if at all possible the children want 
to watch. A band plays loud patriotic music, followed by 
the family mourners on foot and a life-sized picture of the 
deceased precedes the hearse and cars. Recently, while a 
large group was inching its way down Clay Street, border-
ing our Kindergarten patio, Michael announced that it was 
General MacArthur's funeral. I explained that his was far 
away in Virginia but Michael wondered, "How come him 
not here in Chinatown?" After a thoughtful pause he 
answered, "Oh, I know-him not Chinese, Ha?" 
So many priceless jewels spill forth each day and re-
grettably they lose their sparkle in the transfer to paper. 
But how about, "When we get to High School, Missie 
Bailey, will we have yellow hair, too?"-The answer to that 
dilemma never fails to floor me. 
Their names are a most fascinating collection ranging 
from the old Biblical favorites through the full gamut of 
the floral species to those in the public favor at the moment. 
Tigar and Lotus were my favorites among my first little 
friends-and theirs was a true romance interrupted only by 
graduation to first grade and being placed in different 
rooms. 
Even today, in the Year of the Dragon, 1964, we find 
the largest percentage of the Chinese people still dwelling 
within the confines of this half-mile radius set in the very 
heart of this intensely beautiful and cosmopolitan city. 
Some have prospered in their local businesses and moved to 
more residential areas of town, but their clansmen still 
observe the customs of their ancestors, for the most part. 
The old people are dignified because they are treated 
with respect; the children are secure in the love and devo-
tion which abounds and their parents work hard and tend 
to their own affairs. They are aloof but never rude, tem-
perate without being stuffy and excellent cooks which I 
have experienced both in the Chinese home and tourist 
style. Most visitors and natives alike will agree that good 
Chinese food is among the wonders of the world. 
Thus, I refer to the Chinese as the beautiful people 
since their courageous spirit and humility seem to reflect 
an inner peace which has helped make their race loved 
and respected by all who have known them intimately. 
Their serene countenance in the midst of this frantic 20th 
Century is indeed a phenomenon. 
I am currently attempting to study the Cantonese 
characters and language which will be helpful here in 
Chinatown and also, next summer when I plan to visit 
the land of their ancestors with a Chinese friend and fellow 
teacber. Perhaps I will have the opportunity, at a later date, 
to relate further my experiences to you. 
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Alumnae Reunion Planning Committee: 
Standing: Helen Mather Benjamin, '29; Diane Sharp Hade/man, '60. 
Seated: Ann Hafjer, '61; Jay Canavan . 
memo /,.om fhe alumnae o/J,ce 
by John J. Canavan, Jr. 
The big news from the Alumnae Office is success. The 
success is not ours at the College but yours - the Lesley 
alumnae. 
These are two, and both successes are very significant . 
The first-your Alumnae Reunion last June. Never was 
so much fun had by so many people . The second - your 
first Alumnae Annual Giving Program which, by the way, 
may have established a new record. A complete report on 
this Program plus the names of all who contributed to it 
starts on page 10. 
In this issue's Memo from the Alumnae Office I was 
going to give you a glowing report on the social success of 
the year - the Alumnae Reunion. Before I had a chance 
to start it, however, a letter arrived from Mary Esther 
Crankshaw Johnson '32 thanking the A lumnae Association 
for a wonderful reunion. With it she sent a journa l of her 
thoughts the day following. It was so well done that I 
called and asked her if I could use it in the next issue of 
the Lesley Review. She graciously consented. Our thanks 
to you, Mary. 
One last thought before Mary takes over the page: the 
new Alumnae Association Constitution became effective on 
July 1 as the result of an overwhelming vote in favor of it. 
Over 97% of those responding voted "yes". To all of you 
who voted, either "yes" or "no", my sincere thanks. 
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fhoughlJ on fhe 1964 
fed/e'J college alumnae reunion 
by Mary Esther Crankshaw Johnson '32 
There I stood, in the lobby <?f the Barn at 1200 Beacon 
Street, surrounded by the swish of silken skirts, and the 
eager reaching of white-gloved hands for other white-gloved 
hands. I could view the scene from the detached heights of 
an alumna returning for a school reunion, after years of 
traveling to foreign ports and being entertained in fabu lous 
places. Also, from the certain kind of "aloneness" that 
comes with being the only one from the class of 1932 to 
show up. The prospective pleasure in the ensuing cockta il 
hour, dinner, and dance were definitely in question. 
The impression of well-bred, mature enthusiasm 
among the attractive ly gowned women and girls, accom-
panied by well-dressed, obviously to a degree, affluent hus-
bands and bachelor escorts, flicked my subconscious, as my 
own, definitely properly categorized husband rejoined me 
from checking our wraps. The Lesley College Alumnae 
were well into their reunion, which was honoring, espe-
cially, all "4 and 9" year graduating classes-1914, 1919, 
1924, 1929, 1934, 1939, etc., up to, and including, 1964. I 
looked around me with interest. I was not actually alone . 
Not, anyway, as long as my husband was with me. I had 
met him during our college days, and he was as familiar 
with Lesley's campus - its pluses and minuses - even as 
you and I. Perhaps more so! 
Then down the stairs came our, "flashing, brown-eyed 
Bobby Davis" - now Mrs. Donald Young of Wellesley, 
mother of five, and wearing the years since 1933 lightly . 
Don was with her, and our evening came to life. 
From the head table - through the numerous tables 
for ten, accommodating the graduates of the years since 
1924 to the present, the evening was a fun one. The wel-
come from Mrs. Helen Mather Benjamin, the President of 
the Alumnae Association, was sincere. The orchest ra, a 
mighty good one, Jerry Davis, could easily have been lifted 
right out of my prom days, when orchestras were musica l 
achievements! A roving contingent of musicians played ap-
propriately to Dr. Don A. Orton, President of the college, 
and his wife; Dr. and Mrs. Mark V. Crockett; Mr. and Mrs. 
Philip Benjamin; Mr. John J. Canavan, young and popula r 
assistant to the President and to the lovely, and charmingly 
efficient Miss Mary Ellen Neelon, on whom, together with 
the capable Ann Hafter '61 and Diane Sharp Hadelman 
'60, most of the office and organizational work for the re-
union fell. 
The individual tables received musical tributes also. 
The honored classes were called out on the dance floor, by 
year, and the hit tunes of each were nostalgically remem-
bered in harmony. Later in the evening, when all who 
chose to be were on the floor, then came the "mixer" of 
"change partners". One Kentucky Colonel - ( not really a 
Colonel, but a perfect replica, if I ever saw one, with 
abundant white hair and moustache accenting the bronzed 
image of the inveterate golfer!), while dancing with me, 
commented on the unusually good looking women at his 
table, and then, like the gallant he was, brought out the 
best of my dancing prowess - a forte from way back when 
I would rather dance than eat - so that when "change 
your partners" was called from the bandstand, the evening 
was well into being a most gala occasion. 
With everyone knowing everyone else, by the time 
Mrs. Barbara Smith Effenson, class of 1961, and Mr. Ira 
Gilman were invited to sing with the orchestra, we found 
we were all as proud of their presentations as the class 
which produced Barbara and Della Rose Gilman '61, by 
whose courtesy Mr. Gilman was present and available! 
Pictures were taken during the evening, and when 
you see those smiles - they were not all supplied by saying, 
"Cheese"! And that's a fact. 
The dinner, praises be, was served by cheerful wait-
ressses, and you know what that contributes to any meal. 
It was delectable. 
No one was officious. The speeches were short! No one 
was relegated to any specific era. The newer alumnae, if 
anything, were respectfully respectful of the older grads, 
who displayed their calibre with finesse and confidence. 
The music was reminiscent and the rendition of "Hello 
Dr. Nancy Woods and Dr. Mark._ Crock._ett hro11ght Alumnae and 
friends 11p to date at Lesley's Alumnae College. 
' 1 
'~-~-
A one and a two and a three. 
Dolly", sung in the manner of the inimitable "Satchmo" 
Armstrong, could have transported the listener, dancing 
with closed eyes, directly to the New York theatre of its 
origin! 
Following the inception of "Impressions", with the 
class of 1932, may I continue as your Year Book Editor for 
a bit of a summary? 
Lesley College, 1964. 
Lesley College, named for the famed Lord Lesley, 
an aristocrat of the Scottish hills, is situated in historic 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. It is an institution of higher 
learning, second to none in its field, offering graduate 
school courses, as well as undergraduate, and 1s served 
by a distinguished faculty of both men and women. 
Impressions: 
Judging from the success of its alumnae, both 
academically and socially, and the graciousness of its 
members, individually and collectively, Lesley College 
Alumnae Reunion Weekend of 1964 was well worth 
the tremendous effort expended in bringing it about 
- from the first "Hello's", through the specially held 
"Alumnae Classes", the informal gatherings, the din-
ner dance, and right on to the last "Goodbye's," it will 
go down in history as being unusual in its -
aura of iridescent, puncture-proof bubbles; its whole-
heartedness, permeated with an underlying sense of 
responsibility; its goal of achieving a firm, steady, 
foundation for its "Future Teachers of America." 
Tt was highlighted by the creation of an awareness 
of the importance of living, so beautifully evidenced 
at the 1964 Reunion. The College is not to be held 
back in its ascendency! Vive le Lord Lesley! 
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ALUMNAE ANNUAL GIVING PROGRAM'MAY HAVE SET RECORD 
The first Alumnae Annual Giving Program that Lesley has ever conducted may 
have set an all-time national record. In checking collegiate associations the country 
over we have been unable to find any college, large or small, that has matched our 
record of percentage of participation in the first year of an Alumnae Annual Giving 
Program. These national collegiate associations will make their final determination 
on our record this fall. If we have set a national record it may never be beaten by 
any college. If we have not, we have come very close and each of you should be very 
proud of yourself and of your College. 
What is all this excitement about? Just this: 30% of all of our alumnae gave to 
Lesley's first Alumnae Annual Giving Program. This is almost one out of every three 
Lesley alumnae. This is wonderful for the first year the College has ever asked all 
her alumnae to help make her a better school by financially supporting her. Most 
colleges eventually reach the 30% level of alumnae support and many reach 50 or 
60 percent but none to our knowledge has ever gone over 30 percent in the first year. 
The College and her Alumnae Association are grateful and so present the fol-
lowing salute to all the classes and particularly to the 625 loyal Lesley daughters who 
gave over eight and a half thousand dollars this year to their Alma Mater. 
--•--
FINAL REPORT 
Total Gifts $8,510.50 
Number of Donors 625 





FIRST ALUMNAE ANNUAL GIVING PROGRAM 
CLASSES WITH THE 
HIGHEST PERCENTAGE CLASSES WITH 
OF PARTICIPATION MOST DONORS 
( at least 5 members) 
I. 1937 77% I. 1957H 34 
2. 1917 71% 2. 1963 ... 33 
3. 1913 ... 60% 3. 1962 ... 32 
4. 1920 56% 4. 1960 30 
5. 1918 50% 5. 1961H 29 
6. 1945 50% 6. 1958H 24 
7. 1939 45% 7. 1959 24 
8. 1929 ... 45% 8. J954H 23 
9. 1955 44% 9. 1929 ... 22 
10. 1954H 43% 10. 1925 21 
CLASSES WITH LARGEST CLASSES WITH LARGEST 
AVERAGE GIFT DOLLAR TOTALS 
I. 1913 ... $171.67 I. 1963• .. $811.00 
2. 1940 28.75 2. 1962°• 773.50 
3. 1963 ... 24.75 3. 1913 ... 515.00 
4. 1962 ... 24.17 4. 1957H 423.00 
5. 1934 20.66 5. 1929 ... 316.00 
6. 1923 19.00 6. 1950H 315.00 
7. 1950H 18.53 7. 1961H 276.00 
8. 1927H 17.13 8. 1953H 267.00 
9. 1953H 16.69 9. 1958H 259.00 
10. 1949 15.75 10. 1927 .. 257.00 
... These classes appear on 3 of the 4 honor rolls •• These classes appear on 2 of the 4 honor rolls 
,; 
CLASS OF 1911 
Total Money $5.00 
Donors 1 
Ave . Gift $5.00 
% of Participation 50% 
FRANCES CHA TER 
CLASS OF 1912 
Total Money $5.00 
Donors 1 
Ave. Gift $5.00 
% of Participation 100% 
J OSEPHI N E EDWARDS 
CLASS OF 1913 
Total Money $515.00 
Donor s 3 
A ve. Gift $171.67 
% of Participation 60% 
BARBARA BRYANT HUNTING 
ALMA ALLISON KERR 
EDITH YOU N G SMITH 
CLASS OF 1914 
Total Money 
Donors 
A ve. Gift 





FAN NIE PI N KHAM DOUCET 
CLASS OF 1915 
Total Money $5.00 
Donor s 1 
Ave. Gift $5.00 
% of Participation 12.50% 
HELE N LYO NS 
CLASS OF 1916 
Tot al Money 
Do nors 
A ve. Gift 





MARGARET RICI-I CORSON 
RACHEL IRISH PURKIS 
MABELLE BAGLEY TITSWORTil 
CLASS OF 1917 
Total Money $49.00 
Donor s 5 
A ve. Gift $ 9.80 
% of Participation 71% 
r.LADYS S. CANN 
DOROTHY B. CORMACK 
EVA HARPER ESTABROOK 
GLADYS HEROY GRIFFIN 
ETTA B. HUNT 
CLASS OF 1918 
Total Money $45.00 
Donors 7 
Ave. Gift $ 6.43 
% of Participation 50% 
IRENE MCDERMOTT DILLON 
MILDRED FARR ELLSWORTH 
AGNES WELCH r'EENEY 
MARY E. KILROY 
ELIZABETH WELCH MCGRATH 
EVANGELINE GIVEN PIPER 
MARION SILSBY 
CLASS OF 1919 
Total Money $15.00 
Donors 3 
Ave. Gift $ 5.00 
% of Participation 42% 
GERTRUDE ANDREWS 
MILDRED R. EVANS 
MARION MC LOUGHLIN YOST 









BLAN CHE LEWIS FREELANDER 
ADELE GRUENER 
MARIAM NELSON 
MILDRED COOPER SCOVILLE 
BRENDA T. WHITE 
CLASS OF 1921 
Total Money $10.00 
Donors 2 
Ave. Gift $ 5.00 
% of Participation 28.6% 
MARIA N SMALL !IUDSON 
JEA N R. LA MONT 
CLASS OF 1922 
Total Money $15.00 
Donors 
Ave. Gift 




MARIAN ALLEN FOLGER 
CLASS OF 1923 
Total Money $190.00 
Donors JO 
Ave. Gift $ 19.00 
% of Participation 21.3% 
GERTRUDE MANSIR COLTON 
SARAH TREFRY GLEASON 
EFFIE SCOTT MALLERY 
ANDREA BROWNELL MC CAHAN 
MADELEINE MCDONALD 
CHARLOTTE BERGER OPPENHEIM 
WINIFRED RANDALL 
ELIZABETH JOY RASMUSSEN 
PAULINE DAVENPORT SAWYER 
MARGARET LYONS SMITH 
CLASS OF 1924 
Total Money $100.00 
Donors 9 
Ave. Gift $ ll.11 
% of Participation 17% 
EDITH HULTEN BIBBINS 
RUTH F. BOLAND 
MARION TROW CAHALIEN 
MARY SHEERAN DONOHOE 
A. KATHERINE MURPHY 
MARGARET PHETTEPLACE 
EVELYN GOHLKE SALTER 
HESTER DENBY SEARS 
DOROTHY MOULTON VICKERY 
CLASS OF 1925 
Total Money $242.00 
Donors 21 
Ave . Gift $ 11.52 
% of Participation 26% 
BESSIE BROWN BLIVEN 
ALICE BURNHAM 
MARY SHUGRUE CHASE 
SARA RUBIN COHEN 
MILDRED o'NEJL CROWLEY 
EMILY PRIEST DERBY 
HAZEL MARTIN FLYNN 
TERESA MORGAN GRANEY 
ALMA JOHNSTON HAGAR 
lIAZEL MANNION HERLIHY 
KATHERINE K. MANLEY 
MARY WELCH MATHIESON 
MARY MC CARRON MEAD 
ELISE PARKER OWEN 
EVELYN STERN RAY 
FIUEDA MIKELS SMITil 
ISABEL MACDONALD STAPLES 
1 l 
MARY MAHONEY SULLIVAN 
ELIZABETH LEWIS WELLS 
MIRIAM F. YORK 
ANONYMOUS GIFT 
CLASS OF 1926 
Total Money $116.00 
Donors 8 
Ave. Gift $ 14.50 
% of Participation 16.3% 
HELEN FITZGERALD CALLAHAN 
MARIAM VINAL COX 
ALICE MORAN DURIS 
MARY DOE GLASS 
ADAH LASSONE HILL 
HELEN EWING HOLMES 
HELEN TRYON KENNAN 
GLADYS POLLET YOUNG 









ELIZABETH RlCH BEARDWOOD 
RUTH JORDAN BLANCHARD 
RUTH POTTS BURHENN 
MARY DARR CLARK 
DOROTHY ALLISON CLAYTON 
ETHELYN GRIFFIN DICK 
HAZEL NEWHALL FLANDERS 
KATIIRYN P. l'OY 
GAIL SANFORD GERDTS 
MADALENE SEDGWICK HUBBARD 
CONSTANCE LEONARD 
EVELYN WHALEN NALCIIAJIAN 
CONSTANCE TENNEY 
NATHALIE F . TOWLE 
ANNA FERNANDES VETOR INO 









ELIZABETH PAGE BELL 
MARY STRECKER CIIAMPION 
MARY S. CULLEN 
EVELYN LOIUJ DEAN 
JESS IE TAYLOR DICKERMAN 
LOIS W. DOW 
MARJOIUE DAVIDSON DYEI( 
MARY MC NERNEY FITZGERALD 
12 
DORIS NELSON HARRINGTON 
DOROTHY FIFIELD NICHOLS 
GRACE MURPHY O'NEILL 
LOUISE LINEHAN ROOPENIAN 
MARJORIE STRUDER 
FRANCES REID YOUNG 
CLASS OF 1929 
Total Money $316.00 
Do11ors 22 
Ave. Gift $ 14.36 
% of Participatio11 45% 
A. PRISCILLA NEWELL BARSTOW 
HELEN MATHER BENJAMIN 
LORA STANDISH BROUHARD 
KATHARINE FERNALD BRUCE 
JEAN COPPOCK BRUMBAUGH 
IRENE BUCEK 
CATHERINE E. CROSBY 
ANN KELLY EATON 
DOROTHY MOORE FITTS 
MARY GREENE FREEMAN 
LILY HOKENSON GANNON 
THELMA GALE GREENE 
J\IARION GILLIS HOOPER 
RUTH SAUER JOIINSTONE 
PIUSCJLLA WILDES KENNARD 
C. TERESA LALLY 
LILLIAN L. MAGOON 
HAZEL BURRINGTON MARTIN 
RACHEL l'RENCH PACKARD 
l\CARJORIE TRUESDELL SERVIS 
RUTll COLLIER STRAIGHT 
ELIZABETll WROE WR IGIIT 
CLASS OF 1930 
Total Mo11ey $104.00 
Donors 14 
Ave . Gift $ 7.43 
% of Participation 23.73% 
ELEANOR LUEY BELL 
WINIFRED PALMER BRACHVOGEL 
MARIAN NICHOLS BUSI-IA 
IWTH MC DONALD DONOVAN 
IIELEN ORLANDO FOCGIA 
KATIIRYNE MAIIONEY GARVEY 
(;ERALDINE HILLIARD GRAVES 
FLORENCE CH IPPINDALE CRAY 
CECELIA MC MICHAEL MC CANN 
EVELYN WINSLOW i\lOOllE 
ALYSE DEAIU NCTON PORTER 
EMMA WIIITE WASS 
1 IELEN MAC NEILL WILCOXSON 
RUTH OBER WILEY 









EDNA CLEMENTS BISSELL 
GLADYS BOND 
GERTRUDE PATTERSON BORDEN 
ELIZABETH BOWERS DEXTER 
ALICE ROBERTSON DOLAN 
GERALDINE FLYNN FARRELL 
OLIVINE HOWLAND FROST 
PHYLLIS MARCH GLADDEN 
MIRIAM EDINBERG GOLDBERG 
ARLINE ROGERS HOUGHTON 
ELIZABETH JONES 
BERTHA RUBY KUNIAN 
ELEANOR DAVENPORT LEATHERS 
MARIE MC. MC LAUGHLIN 
ISADORE MICHELINE OLIPHANT 
RUTH HASCALL PRATT 
BEATRICE CRUICKSHANK SMITH 
ELIZABETH THOMAS 
HENRIETTA BECKER VERNIC K 









FLORENCE GARDNER BALIUS 
ALMA BURROWS 
HELEN COULD CLARK 
ALICE LEE GOODWIN 
DOROTHY POTTER HAWTHORNE 
DORIS L. JOHNSON 
MARY CRANKSHAW JOHNSON 
ZAVART KERKORIAN 
C. DENISE LUCIER 
HELEN REIMER MATSON 
BARBARA BULLENS MCCRAE 
GLADYS SHAW MORRIS 
JOSEPHINE PERKINS 
ALMA BURGESS ROHDIN 
BERYL PALMER SHAW 
ANONYMOUS GIFT 









% of Participation 23.73% 
ELIZABETH WILDES ASHTON 
ELISABETH BARBER 
MOLLIE BROMFIELD 
MARGUERITE R. CLEVERLY 
CHARLOTTE H. CUMMINGS 
BARBARA RAMSEY DUDLEY 
MARIAN SMITH HILTON 
GERTRUDE TIERNEY HORMAN 
GRETCHEN MEILICKE HYLAND 
GERTRUDE GUIMOND MORRISON 
SYLVIA SPUGNARDI O'DONNELL 
DORIS MACLAREN REID 
ELLRENA RITCHIE WILLIAMS 
ANONYMOUS GIFT 
CLASS OF 1934 
Total Money $248.00 
Donors 12 
Ave . Gift $ 20.66 
% of Participation 25.5% 
GERTRUDE ALMY 
BERTHA RADDING BLASS 
MILDRED BILLINGS CLARKE 
MARIAN COHEN CROWN 
JEANNE THAYER DUNFORD 
MARGARET FOWLER 
THELMA RUBIN LESHNER 
NORMA LOWEKAMP 
HELEN PHINNEY MAC NEIL 
DOROTHEA E. MASSE 
MURIEL GRIFFIN TOMLINSON 
BLANCHE BOUCHER YOUNG 
CLASS OF 1935 
Total Money 
Donors 
Ave . Gift 





ELLA PURINGTON CURTIS 
WILHELMINA SYER FEORGE 
DORIS HARTWELL GRANGER 
CONSTANCE MILLER GROSSMAN 
FLORENCE J. GULLIVER 
ELEANOR T. GUSTAFSON 
ELIZABETH ROSENFELD KUDISCH 
CLASS OF 1936 
Total Money 
Donors 
Ave . Gift 





MARJORIE GROUT CUMMINGS 
HELENA CAVANAUGH DOWD 
MARY F. EARLY 
E. RUTH BREEN GAGNON 
BERYL DOWNS GRAFF 
HARRIET WOODSUM HALL 
ALICE MOORE LEE 
RUTH PEARLSWIG LEFFLER 
MILDRED POWELL MURRAY 
MARY TURNER RUSSELL 
JANET BROWN SVENSON 
HELEN LARSEN TAYLOR 
GERTRUDE MANNION THOMPSON 
DOROTHY LACEY THROENSEN 
FRANCES SMITH WEIBUST 
BERNICE MCLELLAN WHITE 
CLASS OF 1937 
Total Money $107.00 
Donors 
Ave. Gift 





CATHERINE N. BURTT 
DOROTHY CLIFTON 
ANN SCRIBNER CRANE 
ANGELINE PANESIS KEITH 
ROBERTA SNELL WEEKS 
BARBARA L. YOUNG 




% of Participation 





ELLA SMITH DONOVAN 
NANCY HAYES HOLLIDAY 
ANNA T. MACONE 
MARGARET MILLICAN 
MABEL L. PHINNEY 
ELEANOR CARBONE SCHETTINO 
YVONNE HA YES YOUNG 
CLASS OF 1939 
Total Money $70.00 
Donors 10 
Ave. Gift $ 7.00 
% of Participation 46% 
MYRTLE PIERCE AULENBACK 
BARBARA BROWN AUSTIN 
GLADYS ELFENBEIN DAREN 
MARION HUTTON FABIAN 
HELAINE SOSSEN FREEMAN 
EILEEN o'LEARY o'LOUGHLIN 
DOROTHY GEMMA ROWE 
MARJORIE GREEN STERN 
MARY KING STEVENS 
MARY MILNE STUBBS 
CLASS OF 1940 
Total Money $115.00 
Donors 4 
Ave. Gift $ 28.75 
% of Participation 12.50% 
BEATRICE MARDEN GLICKMAN 
JEANNETTE PEDERSEN SMITH 
ISABELLE SZYGULA 
ROSAMOND o'NEIL WYMAN 









BARBARA ALKON FEINBERG 
SHIRLEY RIED GIBBONS 
JANE BROCKETT HIBBARD 
ORA LONDON KATZ 
ESTHER MAC DONALD 
SCHMIEDERER 









AMY CUNNINGHAM BATEMAN 
LAUREL HARRISON GOLDSTEIN 
GERTRUDE VERNON MAGID 
ELEANOR S. THOMAS 







% of Participation 33% 
ELIZABETH KELLEY COOK 
DULCIE DADMUN 
BARBARA GOULD HAMER 
JUNE FISKE LADD 
LAURETTA FINLAY MARTIN 
MARIA PUTNAM 
GERTRUDE STANLEY SCHMIDT 
JANE EMERY WALKER 
CLASS OF 1945 






50% % of Participation 
MARGERY MCCUSKER 
FLANNERY 
NATALIE SALTMARSH HAAS 
CORRINE WEINSTEIN LAMCHICK 
LOIS MILTON ZIMMERMAN 
CLASS OF 1946 
Total Money $20.00 
Donors 3 
Ave. Gift $ 6.67 
% of Participation 16.7% 
ETHEL DURRIE BERGHUIS 
SHIRLEY CANNING CLAPP 
MARJORIE CURTIS COLE 
CLASS OF 1947 
Total Money $11.00 
Donors 2 
Ave. Gift $ 5.50 
% of Participation 10% 
NANCY SWEET EDWARDS 
GERALDINE TAYLOR NORTH 
CLASS OF 1948 





21.9% % of Participation 
SELLMA CHERVIN BELL 
MARILYN CHACE BENNETT 
SELMA WASSERMAN COHEN 
HELEN T, CULLEN 
JANE CAFFREY FAVROT 
EVELYN BOYLE FINNEGAN 
PHYLLIS ANGELL TYSON 
CLASS OF 1949 
Total Money $189.00 
Donors 12 
Ave. Gift $ 15.75 
% of Participation 34.3% 
SYLVIA HARRIS COHEN 
PRISCILLA FENNELL CUSHING 
LEONA GOODWIN DEUTSCH 
JEAN FOSSATI 
PHYLLIS-ANN H. FRIEDMAN 
ALICE COYLE HENDERSON 
JANE SPAULDING MORMAN 
SHIRLEY POLAKEWICH SHRIRO 
VIRGINIA WOODBURY SLAVIN 
14 
ISABEL MCCLELLAN SMITH 
BEVERLEY STROUT STEVENS 
ALYCE GALLAGHER WILSON 









LOIS LEVINE BENNETT 
ENID OLMSTEAD BURKE 
MARGUERITE SHAMON DELANY 
NORMA FREEMAN 
ELIZABETH CORCORAN GEHRIS 
JANE MCCARTHY HECKLER 
ANN SCANDURA JANETT! 
BETTY A. JOHNSON 
DOROTHY WOLFE KULIK 
LUCILLE MARCUS 
BARBARA BOUVE MOORE 
SALLY R. PARKER 
ELIZABETH MORAN POLACHI 
ANNE DERBY PORCELLA 
MARTHA MORRIS SALESKY 
MARJORIE CREE SARGENT 
NATALIE WALSH 
CLASS OF 1951 
Total Money $122.00 
Dono1·s 9 
Ave. Gift $ 13.56 
% of Participation 23.3% 
MARJORIE BEHERENS 
BARBARA STREET BERRY 
ELEANOR PICHE BERUBE 
CAROLYN BROWN 
JANE HASTIE CARLETON 
BARBARA LEMAY GULLA 
MAGRETTA SNOW HARPHAM 
NANCY L. KEEFE 
NANCY SHAW MATHEWS 
CLASS OF 1952 
Total Money $150.00 
Donors 12 
Ave. Gift $ 12.50 
% of Participation 21% 
MARYE. BRADY 
BETSEY CUTLER CLIFF 
JOAN T. CROSS 
BRENDA GOREY GARVIN 
MARGERY HELLER GRUNES 
DONNA TUFTS HOPKINS 
LITA LEVY KELLERMAN 
JUDITH SANBORN LEVIS 
EDNA DUCHIN LIPSITT 
LOIS MIDDLETON 
CATHERINE YOCUM ROBERTS 
MARY MACCHI SCHMITZ 









BRENDA TUDHOPE ADAMCZYK 
SYLVIA COHEN BROWN 
ANNE CLIFFORD 
NANCY COLEMAN CUMMINGS 
BARBARA CUSHING 
MARIAN MC COMB DARVILL 
DORIS MAC GREGOR HENDERSON 
NANCY BENNETT HOFSTETTER 
CAROL PUNCH KORNHABER 
NANCY MORRISON 
BEVERLEY JEBB MUNTZING 
NORMA BENNETT REINHOLD 
RUTH M. RICHARD 
THELMA HIXSON WALTON 
BLANCHE B. WEBSTER 
CATHERINE P. WELCH 




% of Participation 
$230.00 
23 
· $ 10.00 
43% 
ELIZABETH CARLISLE BASCOM 
BETSY DEXTER BEDRICK 
MARY E. BRAHANEY 
MARTHA CARROLL 
ANN S. CASEY 
NANCY DICKEY CHESLOW 
IASME CONTOS CHIOTELIS 
JOAN COLE COLLINS 
CYNTHIA WILSON CONNOR 
MYRNA SHUFRO FRUITT 
JOAN ARENOVSKI GARDNER 
VERGINIA HAINES HULL 
JANE DI TIBERIO JOHNSON 
SUSAN DALLA HAN LAWLESS 
PHYLLIS BLOCK LEVENTHAL 
JOAN WELLER LISSON 
DORIS ACKERMAN MARGOLIS 
CAROL PARSONS RADER 
MARJORIE SWARTZ SALMON 
LOIS THORNLEY SCOTT 
CLARE DONOVAN WADSWORTH 
AUDREY SHRIBER WHITE 
JANET WILLIAMS 
CLASS OF 1955 
Total Money $178.00 
Donors 
Ave. Gift 




ELAINE BARRON ALEXANDER 
VIRGINIA DMITRUK BARRY 
HARRIET BURNCE BERMAN 
SALLY WILCOX DONAGHY 
POLLY MUNROE FURBUSH 
SEMA FIELDMAN GELIN 
BARBARA ADAMS HENDERSON 
DIANN ELDREDGE HOLLAND 
MARILYN KLIMAN HOLSTEIN 
BARBARA PAUL HOLZMAN 
NANCY BOUSQUET KELLY 
DORIS HOZID KRENSKY 
WINIFRED LINEHAN 
NORMA BURNS PUTMAN 
LOIS FINKE SPIEGEL 
ANNE FLANAGAN THOMPSON 
ANNE SAMPSON WATSON 
LUCILLE ANTINE YOFFE 
LOIS SHREBNIK ZEISLER 
ALICE BOUDREAU ZOPATTI 




% of Participation 





MARY RILEY BARBONE 
PATRICIA CATES 
EDITH CHEEVER 
CAROL CROCKETT EVERETT 
SHEILA COLLINS FRANK 
BARBARA DENNETT HOWARD 
EILEEN MURPHY MADDEN 
JACQUELINE ROBINSON MASON 
SONY A KRAININ MORRIS 
RUTH WEISMAN PECK 
ANN BRITTAIN PIPKIN 
CYNTHIA WILSON PUTNAM 
BARBARA SHAW 
NANCY BLUESTONE TOFIAS 
JOAN WALSH 
MIRIAM RIVKIN WEINSTEIN 
JOAN DAVIS WEST 
CLASS OF 1957• 
Total Money $423.00 
Donors 34 
Ave. Gift $ 12.44 
% of Participation 37.4% 
LINDA WEISBERG ALTMAN 
PHYLLIS BENINATI 
SONDRA SHINDELL BERMAN 
POLLY TIMPERLEY BROWNELL 
ABBY SPINDEL COHN 
CLAIRE LEWIS CURRIER 
PAULINE MURPHY DRISCOLL 
SHEILA LEVITT ESTRIN 
JANE FEIGENBAUM 
EILEEN FELDMAN FLAX 
PATRICIA MCHUGH FORD 
CAROL STONEY FRANCE 
ANN TEWKSBURY HAM 
HILARY HOFFMAN HARRIS 
KATHLEEN WALSH LEARY 
MARJORIE BRENNER LIPKIN 
MARIE KELLEHER LOMBARD 
KATHLEEN CARROLL MAGGELET 
BETTEJANE BOCKOVEN MANOOG 
CARYL MARRONE MASIELLO 
ANN K. MC CANN 
VIVIAN MILES 
MERLE RA YTE NELSON 
JUDITH TARR NEWCOMBE 
JUDITH PODRADCHIK 
BARBARA BUFFERD RASHBA 
BEVERLEY SHELTON SCHACHT 
MARY SALIPANTE SCOTT 
JOAN WEINSTEIN SHERMAN 
JEAN LAPWORTH SMITH 
ANN BRONSON THOMAS 
CAROLYN PALMER TIRRELL 
MARY ANN TITCOMB 
JANICE SPURR TITUS 
•Gifts to the Gronberg Memo-
rial Fund are included here. 
CLASS OF 1958 
Total Money $259.00 
Donors 24 
Ave. Gift 
% of Participation 
$ 10.79 
36.4% 
SANDI BORR BADASH 
GEORGIA LOURAS BARTLETT 
GERALDINE JOHNSON BUNKER 
CAROL WEBBER COOK 
BARBARA YOUNG COPLIN 
FREDRIKA VAN VLECK COX 
MARY L. HEATH 
HELEN KLAHR HIRSHHORN 
JUDITH HIGGINS JOHNSON 
NANCY POWERS KELLEY 
LINDA PRAGER LAZAROFF 
BARBARA YARLOTT LIEPMANN 
RHODA FREED MANN 
DOROTHY ABRAMS MARSHALL 
ELISABETH MC CAULEY 
AUDREY BELSON MELINE 
CAROLE J ARIN RUBINS 
JANET SILVA 
ALICE COBURN SPRAGUE 
RUBY SKINDER STRAUSS 
ROSEMARY SILVA WHITE 
ELIZABETH BENTLEY WILMOT 
BEVERLY ROMAN WINE 
PAULA SIMS YOUNG 
CLASS OF 1959 
Total Money $210.00 
Donors 24 
Ave. Gift $ 8.75 
% of Participation 26.4% 
LINDALEE LEVIN ADLER 
CAROLE SPILL BERMAN 
DEBORAH MILLMAN BURWICK 
MARCIA SOLBERG CHAUNCEY 
JOAN PARESKY CHERNOFF 
JOYCE LEONARD CODY 
JOYCE LANE CRIMMINS 
DORIS M. DONNINE 
ALICE SILVERSTEIN FIERSTEIN 
TAMARA BLOOM GOULD 
ELAINE KRITZ JACOBS 
SUSAN FERRAN JOSEPH 
DIANE ZERNER KIZNER 
ANN CLEVELAND LANGE 
DENA WALDMAN LAVINE 
JESSIE LEFF 
ELEANOR GRATER LEWIS 
ANN CIROLO LUCA 
CAROL GOLDBERG MILLER 
JOAN PETRAGLIA 
MARY FENWICK RECKFORD 
15 
EDITH ISRAEL WOLFF 
MARILYN YOUNG 
CLASS OF 1960 
Total Money $234.00 
Donors 30 
Ave. Gift $ 7.80 
% of Participation 37.5% 
MARJORIE S. ABRAMOWITZ 
MARY ANNE BEVAN 
BARBARA DALY 
MARY LOU WHITE DENARDIS 
JOYCE LEONARD DI GREGORIO 
NANCY KING FLINN 
JOAN KATZ GARB 
SARALEE FINEMAN GORDON 
SELMA BASS GORTLER 
MIRIAM JACOBS GREENE 
DIANE SHARP HADELMAN 
MARCIA WHITE HEGARTY 
PAULA ROZOMOFSKY HORN 
SANDRA FRESHMAN KELLER 
PHYLLIS BERNHARDT LERNER 
LENORE BERMAN LIEBERMAN 
BARBARA LIMMER LOUGHLIN 
JUDITH HURLEY MACHADO 
MAUREEN MC GOWAN 
ANNE NEAL NOLAN 
ELAINE MEISNER NOTTONSON 
BARBARA GOLDMAN PACKER 
JEAN SCHINZEL PATERSON 
CYNTHIA SHEPA TIN ROSENTHAL 
JOYCE KARP ROSENTHAL 
DONNA KASOWITZ RUBIN 
ROBERTA SHAPIRO 
FRANCES COOPERMAN TABER 
DOROTHY TRESILIAN 
ELAINE ZUCKER WAX 
CLASS OF 1961 
Total Money $276.00 
Donors 29 
Ave. Gift $ 9.52 
% of Participation 36.7% 
CYNTHIA W. BARNUM 
MARILYN GORETSKY BECKER 
ELLEN GREEN BLOCH 
GERALDINE M. BLOOMBERG 
CAROL IMPALLARIA BRICKETT 
ITTY CHAN 
16 
JOAN SORKIN DRETLER 
PEGGYANN EVANS 
JUDITH SCHERBAN FINE 
DELLA ROSE GILMAN 
BARBARA STREIFERD GLADSTONE 
ANN HAFFER 
D. INGLEE HARDING 
SUZANNE R. HRUSKA 
JACQUELINE GOLDWYN KINGON 
JANET KAPLAN LAINE 
LOUISE SHAPIRO LEVINE 
SANDRA WILES MARQUIS 
SHAYNE DUNN MELROSE 




GOLDA L. SIEGEL 
SAUNDRA PRAGER SINGER 
JOYCE MARSHALL SNYDER 
EDA WEINBERG STEPPER 
JEANNETTE HOBBS VALENCE 
BLANCHE WETMORE 









CHARLEEN DINNER ALPER 
PRISCILLA WILDER AMBROSE 
MARY TAYLOR BINFORD 
FAITH BOWKER 
PATRICIA COLE 





PAULA COHEN HAMBURGER 
EILEEN HERTZ 
SUSAN HARLOW HOWE 
CYNTHIA ZALVAN KATZEFF 





SANDRA SCOTT NARDOZZI 
NORMA GLASSER PENCHANSKY 
JANET ROSEN 
JUDITH ROSEN ROTHENBERG 
SUSANNE SCHEPS 
SANDRA ROSENTHAL SCHULTZ 
IRENE SCIMONE 
SUSAN LEVY SLOSBERG 
DOREE PORTER SOLOMON 
NAOMI BELSON STAMPER 
BARBARA WATERMAN 
ARLEEN WILSON WIGGETMAN 
JANET WHALEN WINSHIP 
ELEANOR WOLK 
CLASS OF 1963 
Total Money $811.00 
Donors 33 
Ave. Gift $ 24.75 
% of Participation 32% 
ARLENE NEUFELD BERENS 




MIRIAM SHAW COON 
SHEILA FOSTER 
PAULA GALLIGAN! 
MARCIA WYMAN GLASSER 
ROBERTA RAIN GOLDSTEIN 
LINDA HAUSER 
PAMELA KIRK 






DOLORES GLASSER ORKIN 
SUSAN TREANOR POORE 







JOSENE STEPHENS STEINBERG 
AMY STELLAR 
SANDRA STOLZBERG 





In May of 1964, during Parents Weekend, a group of 
parents met with President Don A. Orton and members of 
the College Administration. Working together throughout 
the weekend they established what is now the National 
Lesley Parents Association. 
For three years prior to this, parents have been solicited 
for support in many ways. Invariably the parents have 
answe1·ed the call. The name of Ralph Rose is familiar to 
hundreds of parents. 
What the National Lesley Parents Association accom-
plishes is the organization of all parents dedicated to the 
greater good of the College. 
The officers of the National Lesley Parents Association 
are: President: Paul Magee, Vice-President: Mrs. Richard 
Turner, Vice-President: Francis X . Rosner, Secretary: Mrs. 
Bernard S. Siskind, Treasurer : Ralph Rose . 
Dear Lesley Par ents : 
This issue of the Lesley Revi ew offers me my first 
oppo rtunity as President of the N ational Lesley Parents 
Association to communicate with all mothers and fathers 
of Lesley girls and to make you aware of the great and 
pressing need for parents to help the College that is doing 
so much for our daughters. 
The dedication of the administration, faculty, and 
staff of Lesley has been an inspiration to me personally as 
well as to th e officers and direct ors of the Parents Associa-
tion. However, in the highly competitive education market 
that exists today, this is not enough. Lesley needs the 
strong enthusiastic backing of its Alumnae, friends, and 
parents. 
As Lesley parents, our support is sorely needed! If 
Lesley is to grow, if Lesley is to build a new multimillion 
dollar campus, if Lesley is to provide the education and 
inspiration to our daughters that Dr. Don A. Orton foresees 
in his planning. The Parents organization has a deep 
obligatio n to provide necessary support. You have recent ly 
received a letter from Dr. Orton advising you of the 
forma tion of the Parents Association , and of its relation to 
Dr. Don A . Orton and Mr. Paul D . Magee, President of Lesley 
Parents Association. 
the College and of Lesley's great needs that parents can 
fulfill. 
Our first project, as organized parents, is to provide 
the necessary level of financial support to enable the College 
Development officer to approach the various foundations 
for a large portion of the fund s which Lesley must have. 
As Parents , we can pro vide the "acorns" from which the 
great Lesley "oaks" of the futur e will grow. 
You will be contacted by a member of your regional 
parents' group relative to your personal participation in our 
program. Please receive this person enthusiastically and 
pledge your wholehearted cooperation to your local group 
and to your daughter's College. 
Lesley needs the National Lesley Parents Association! 
The association needs the help of every mother and father. 
As parents, let 's back the College that is doing such a 
superb job of educating our daughters! 
Cordially, 
PAUL D. MAG EE 
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This issue of the Lesley Review marks the third year 
of publication. In past columns, I have reminisced. I have 
attempted to keep you up to date. I have dared to dream 
about Lesley's future and have invited you to dream along 
with me. I believe that this is fitting and proper. For 
Lesley is a place where dreams are born and this administra-
tion and faculty is rushing to keep a promise with the 
future. 
The sound of time ticks lightly by, but in the past four 
years progress has become a Lesley hallmark. Where once 
our campus consisted of nine buildings, today there are 
eighteen buildings. Where once our Faculty included four 
with earned doctorates, today our Faculty boasts fourteen 
members with earned doctorates. The College library has 
doubled its floor space and its holdings to the point where 
it now inchides some 32,000 volumes and this is still in-
creasing. 
The Graduate School is becoming more pronounced 
and in the same breath the College Laboratory Schools 
are continuing to make an important impact upon the 
community. 
Another important sign of growth is in the fact that 
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more and more people are now becoming aware of Lesley; 
and they are becoming deeply interested in what we are 
trying to accomplish. 
Through it all, one of the more disheartening elements 
has been in the lack of support that the "Lesley Family" 
has offered the College. Now, I am personally gratified to 
tell you that this is changing. You-the Alumnae have set 
a national record in first-time annual Alumnae giving cam-
paigns. You-the mothers and fathers of our students and 
Alumnae have rallied together to form the National Lesley 
Parents Association and pledged yourselves to collecting 
your respective talents and extra dollars in support of the 
College. 
Something there is that makes a simple "thank you" 
sound woefuly hollow at times like this. Perhaps this is 
because each one of you has a very real share in Lesley 
and a very definite place in the College. There is much to 
be done. A "new" Lesley is being planned and each one 
of you is as much a part of our proposed new campus as 
would be if your names were on each brick. Together we 
will do great things. We dare not fail. The stakes are much 
too high. 
club notes 
WORCESTER ALUMNAE CLUB 
SCRIBE: Bettijane Bockoven Manoog '57 
A spring luncheon meeting was held at the Mt. Pleas-
ant Country Club. Gladys Pollett Young greeted 49 alum-
nae, guest speakers, and prospective college students. Caryl 
Marrone Masiello, Chairman, introduced the main speaker, 
Jay Canavan . Mr. Canavan spoke on the "Present and Fu-
ture of Lesley College". Mr. Francis Cunningham from the 
Worcester County National Bank showed a movie "Invi-
tation to the World's Fair". 
The following slate of officers was presented for the 
1964-65 year: Blanche Lewis Freelander '20; Caryl Marrone 
Masiello '57; Bettijane Bockoven Manoog '57; Donna Rin-
quist Crawford '53; Louise Caci Doherty '57; Esther Res-
nick Leavitt '56; Helen Prescott Taylor '28; Miriam Edin-
berg Goldberg '31; Jeanne Thayer Dunford '34; Ethel 
Durrie Berghuis '46; Marguerite Ann Rienstra Cleverly, Jr. 
'33; Elizabeth Donlan Cooney '56; Gladys Pollett Young '26. 
NORFOLK ALUMNAE CLUB 
SCRIBE: Barbara Street Berry '51 
Following a meeting at the Harlfinger School, the Club 
approved: 
1. Annual $2.00 dues running from September to 
September. 
2. Three meetings a year to include one in September 
or early October with a speaker or a travelogue; 
one in January; and a dinner meeting in April. 
3. Formation of the following working committees: 
Program Committee, Refreshment Committee, Telephone 
Committee, Pick-Up Committee. 
Also, the Norfolk Alumnae Club is planning its own 
regional newsletter. 
CONNECTICUT ALUMNAE CLUB 
SCRIBE: Betsy Dexter Bedrick '54 
The first formal meeting of Lesley alumnae living in 
the Connecticut area was held April 9th. at the Statler-
Hilton Hotel in Hartford. The thirty-six enthusiastic alum-
nae present at the dinner meeting became charter members 
of the Connecticut branch of the Alumnae Association. Jane 
(Ditiberio) Johnson '54 was elected Convener and Betsy 
(Dexter) Bedrick '54 was elected Scribe. 
The warmth of renewing old friendships and meeting 
new fellow alumnae rounded out a delightful meeting. The 
highlight of the evening was Jay Canavan's talk describing 
the plans and progress being made towards the establish-
ment of the Lesley village campus. 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ALUMNAE CLUB 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
LESLEY ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION 
SCRIBE: Jacqueline Robinson Mason, '56 
The officers of the Southern California Association had 
a delightful dinner with Dr. Don Orton at the Statler 
Hilton Hotel in Los Angeles in February . Jane Spaulding 
Mormon, '49; Beverly Miller, '60; and Jacqueline Robinson 
Mason, '56 discussed with President Orton the changes at 
Lesley throughout the past year and plans for the future. 
It was suggested that, in order to attract high school 
seniors from the area to enrollment at Lesley, placing Lesley 
College catalogs in local city and school libraries as well as 
personal contact with guidance counselors should be ex-
tended and repeated. 
A desire to help Lesley graduates find placement in 
Southern California schools was also expressed by the mem-
bers present at the meeting. It was decided that anyone 
wishing any information concerning schools in the area 
surrounding Los Angeles should write to the club scribe: 
Mrs. Jacqueline R. Mason, 27050 Indian Peak Road, 
Palos Verdes Peninsula, California 
SAN FRANCISCO ALUMNAE CLUB 
SCRIBE: Judy Hurley Machado, '60 
The February meeting of the San Francisco Alumnae 
Club had a good turnout and welcomed a new member 
from Burlingame; Mrs. J. E. (Berle) Cosgrave, 155 Los 
Robies Drive. Two articles on Lesley were discussed: "Find 
the college that needs you" in the March issue of "Glam-
our"; and a newspaper reprint, "Teacher Training Being 
Revamped". 
Dues have again been set at $5.00 and may be sent to: 
Sandra Tierney, 1411 Saratoga Ave., Apt. 151, San Jose, 
Calif. Checks are to be made payable to Lesley Alumnae 
Club. 
A dinner meeting in May was held at Veneto's Res-
taurant off Fisherman's Wharf. Lana Bailey '56 told us of 
some of her experiences teaching in Chinatown and also 
brought a clipping from a Pennsylvania newspaper about 
Lesley student, Mrs. Lewis, attending classes with her 6 
weeks old baby. This story was also carried by the San Jose 
Mercury, with three photos, here in California. 
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1919 
KARLEEN RUTTER LUDDEN lived and taught in both Atlanta, 
Georgia and Omaha, Nebraska after graduation. For the past 
12 years she has operated her own kindergarten and nursery 
school in Framingham. 
MARION MCLAUGHLIN YOST is teaching in the Bedford Community 
Kindergarten since it was established in 1957. Prior to that she 
taught in her own school in the Canal Zone from 1929 to 1956 
when she returned to the United States and attended late 
afternoon classes at Lesley. 
1922 
MARION ALLEN FOLGER fills us in as follows : "In June, 1965, my 
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husband retires from the faculty of Dartmouth College. We 
have spent 37 very happy years in Hanover, N.H. Our two sons 
are not too far away and we have five grandchildren-three 
girls and two boys. We are looking forward to spending our 
latter years on beautiful Nantucket Island.:' 
1925 
SARA RUBIN COHEN writes: "Since we started a North Shore 
Alumnae Club my enthusiasm and interest in Lesley College 
have been revived. I do some 'tutoring' to keep in the swing of 
things. If you live on the North Shore and haven't been con-
tacted , be sure to get in touch with me about our Alumnae 
Club. (I am the 'scribe.') The address is: 25 Beverly Road, 
Swampscott." 
ALBA MANCHESTER MANN is teaching in the Steward Elementary 
School in Topsfield . 
DORIS KAULBACK MASON is teaching kinderrgarten at Burnt Hills, 
Ballston Lake Central School, New York. Doris and husban<l 
C. Russell have two children and five grandchildren. 
1928 
FRANCES REID YOUNG came to the Alumnae Reunion from Broad 
Brook, Connecticut. 
1929 
RACHEL MAHER DAVAN and husband John make their home in 
We:stbrook, Maine . The family includes two sons: John, Jr., 24; 
and Benedict, 18. 
FRANCES ASH FOWLEY and husband Harper are living in Anchor-
age, Kentucky, with their two children. Frances has taught 
Church School kindergarten for twenty years and now she is 
teaching three-year-olds in a private school. 
THELMA GALE GREEN is teaching third grade in Tewksbury. She 
earned her Bachelor's degree this past June at Lowell State 
Teachers College. Thelma and husband Bernard have two girls 
and a boy. 
RUTH SAVER JOHNSTONE is teaching first grade at South Elemen-
tary in Holbrook. 
GIORGIANNA L. PRESCOTT is making her home at 32 N . Park St., 
Rockville, Conn. Giorgianna was at the alumnae reunion. 
MARJORIE TRUESDELL SERVIS taught in Melrose for the past SIX 
years before marrying G. Webster. The SERVIS family includes 
three children and three grandchildren. 
1934 
GERTRUDE M. ALMY makes her home in New Bedford and IS 
doing government work in electronics. 
MILDRED BILLINGS CLARKE is teaching second grade in Wakefield. 
She holds a Bachelor's and Master's degree from Boston State 
Teachers College. 
THELMA RUBIN LESHNER sends good wishes to her daughter Linda 
who is a Lesley Freshman this year. Thelma says it seems only 
yesterday that she was attending classes herself. 
1938 
GERALDINE TAYLOR NORTH has spent the past nine of 22 teaching 
years in New Hampshire. She spends her summers accompany-
ing an elderly woman on trips. This summer the destination-
Hawaii . 
1939 
MYRTLE PEIRCE AULENBACK IS teaching kindergarten in the 
Unitarian Cooperative Nursery School in Lexington . Myrtle and 
husband, Lawrence, have two sons ages 14 and 11. 
RUTH RAPPAPORT KAPLAN and husband Charles have been married 
for 24 years and have four children : Jerry, 21; George, 18; 
Louise, 16; and Jimmy, 11. Louise is a senior at Newton High 
and we wonder if she will join the Lesley class of 1970? 
EDITH ISIDOR LEVENSON has been teaching retarded children for 
the past five years for the Massachusetts Department of Mental 
Health. 
EILEEN o'LEARY o'LOUGHLIN is residing in Belmont with her 
husband, Edward, and four children; two girls and two boys. 
A delightful note from MARY KING STEVENS tells us .about her 
family. She and Bill now have two girls and a boy and the 
older girl is now m arried and living in France . Mom and Dad 
visited her while they were touring Europe in May. Their 
younger girl is an Interior Designer while their son is a Sopho-
more in High School. MARY recently had lunch with VIRGINIA 
CARTER WARNECK of Wayne, Pa., now the mother of three boys 
and DORIS DEWEY DELANEY of Albany, N .Y. who has seven 
children and 3 grandchildren. 
RUTH LOFTUS TUNNICLIFFE received her Bachelor's degree from 
Boston University in 1941 with a minor in music. She taught 
music at Friends Academy in New Bedford for two years. 
Ruth and husband William now live in Winchester with their 
four children: Peter, 12; Virginia, 10; Elizabeth, 8; and Billy, 5. 
Living a full life is ANNA OLSON WATSON. Married for 18 years 
to husband, James, the WATSON family includes two sons, Bing , 
14 and Karl, 13. Anna also finds time to teach sub-primary 
through the second grade in Boothbay Harbor Region, Maine . 
1940 
We love to get letters like this: "I wish to commend you and 
your co-workers on the splendid job of organizing and carrying 
through Lesley's first Real Big Reunion. Just thought you would 
like to hear and see a 'Thank You,' from the only member of 
the 1940 Class at tending the reunion with her husband . The 
girls who let this reunion pass by did not realize what they 
would be missing. I am hoping we can have a real good turn-
out next June at our 25th reunion." JEANETTE PEDERSEN SMITH 
1944 
It was nice to see HARRIET ALPERT ALLSCHWANG at our 1964 
graduation when her cousi~ graduated. She says that she re-
members her Lesley years as very happy ones. She and Abbott 
have a son Jay who is just entering his Junior year in high 
school and Hope will be in her sophomore year. She may be 
a future Lesley girl. 
1945 
NATALIE SALTMARSH AAS is teaching kindergarten in Melrose 
where she is training Lesley practice teachers-three so far. 
N atalie and husband William have two children ages 14 an d 
11. Willi am is a regional manager for a textbook company. 
1950 
Active in Chestnut Hill (Brookline) politics and with c1v1c 
and charitable clubs is MARGUERITE SHAMON DELANY. She also 
keeps busy maint aining a large ranch home which demands a 
great deal of gardening. After graduation, Marguerite taught in 
Newton for 7Yz years . 
1952 
JOAN T. cRoss is teaching fourth grade at Horace Mann School 
in Melrose . 
1953 
BERNICE BARBARA CHALETZKY has been awarded a Fellowship 
Grant from the Massachusetts Department of Education to study 
for her Doctorate at Columbia Teachers College. 
1954 
After nine moves m ten years which covered Massachusetts, 
New Hampshire, Germany, and Illinois, ELIZABETH CARLISLE 
BASCOM and husband, Wynne are living on the Boston campus 
with their three children. Wynne is commuting to Clark Uni -
versity and working on his Doctorate. 
BETSY DEXTER BEDRICK and husband Jay have just moved into a 
new home on 36 Sunset Ave., in Avon-Simsbury, Connecticut 
with three children-Scott, Nancy, and Wendy. 
MARIAN ELIZABETH OLIVER BUESCHER is making her home at 1317 
Central Drive in Erie, Pennsylvania. She is busily engaged in 
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such civic activities as being treasurer of the Erie Day School 
Parent Group, membership chairman of the League of Women 
Voters, and active in the Erie Arts Council, and the Erie Civic 
Ballet Company. After leaving Lesley, Marian taught fourth 
grade in Marblehead. Now her class consists of thr ee sons: 
Eugene, Jr., 8; Russell, 6; and Bruce, 3. 
ANN s. CASEY is teaching in Medford. 
Pre sent in spirit at Lesley's Alumnae Reunion was CYNTHIA 
WILSON CON NOR who sent in the following note: "Dear Class-
mates and Friends, I've started to write this note several times 
but each time I get lost in memories. Tho se ten years have 
quickly passed and you all mu st be enjoying being together 
again . How I wish I could be with you, but the trip was not 
possible this time. I'll be at the 15th and my thoughts are with 
you on the happy 10th. Best Wishe s for a marvelously success-
ful reunion to all Loyal Lesley. Daughters. How proud we are 
of her growing strides." 
JANE OITIBERIO JOHNSON is residing at 26 Mountain View Drive 
in Plainville, Connecticut with her hu sband , Fred. She has just 
finished "Kiss Me Kate." The JOHNSON family includ es two 
Lesley potentials in recently-born Martha Elaine and Jackilee, 8. 
We received thi s welcome note from SUSAN OALLAHA N LAWLESS: 
"In the fall of '63 I went back to Lesley for an Alumn ae Tea. 
I had forgotten what first attracted me to the College. It was 
its warmth and friendline ss. It is still there! For two years I 
taught first grade (which I loved) and was married in 1956. My 
hu sband, Jack, is now in business here in Canton with his 
father ( Chevrolet Dealership). I continued teaching for the 
next 2 Yz years-until shortly before our daughter was born . 
Patricia is now five years old. For the past two years I have 
been substituting . I more than enjoy the LESLEY REVIEW. 
It keeps me informed and I read it with great interest." 
MARY LEAR Y is teaching in Reading and has spent the past two 
summer s in Haw aii. 
MARYLYN M ULCAHY MURRAY report s that she IS retiring after 
teaching in Reading for the past nine years. 
DELLA MACASKILL SCHULT Z and hu sband Carl have two children: 
Mark , 8, and Lesley Ann, 5. Carl is minister of the First Con-
gregational Church of Auburn, Mass. 
1955 
HARRIET BU RNCE BERMAN taught at the Oak Hill School in 
Newton for two years. Hu sband Mal is the president of the 
Farn sworth Pre ss in Boston. The BERMAN family includes 
Steven, 7; Ernest, 5; and Julie, I. Julie is a future Lesley gal. 
H arriet tells. us: "The LESLEY REVIEW is a perfect way of 
keeping in touch . Thank you for making this magazine pos-
sible." 
NORMA BURNS PUTMAN writes: "Tom and I are still enjoying 
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Pittsburgh, our home, and our family. Henry, now 5, has had 
half a year of nur sury school and is now in kindergart en. Lesley, 
3Yz, just started nur sery school. SONNY KRA ININ MORRIS 1956 and 
I have exchanged notes and would love to find others in Pitts-
burgh to start a club. Anyone care to join us ?" 
1956 
CYNT HI A WI LSON PUTNAM taught school for thr ee years. Now, she 
makes her home in Orange with hu sband Paul , who teaches at 
Mahar Regional, and four children, Clayton, 5; Robert, 4; Glen, 
3; and Stephen, 1. 
1957 
SANORA SHINOELL BERMAN wrote from In dianola, Mississippi to 
tell us: "I have trul y enjoyed the LESLEY REVIEW. My hus-
band, Bob, is a vice-president of Sunflower Food Stores, a 
regional superm arket chain. We have two daught ers (future 
'Loyal Lesley Dau ghters') Marjori e Fay, 6; and Deborah Lynn, 
2. I taught first grade one year and then was promoted to music 
director at a nearb y college. Now, I am teaching private voice 
lessons at home." 
"Remember-always buy Domino sugar! " says CLAIRE LEWIS 
CURRIER whose hu sband , Donald, is the Assistant Project Engi-
neer (Mechanical Engineer) at the American Sugar Company in 
Charlestown. Claire is substituting and working for her Mas-
ter 's degree at Lesley. Claire writes: "Our little girl, Nancy 
Elaine, is three years old and in April we hope she will have a 
playm ate." 
CAROL FRO THINGH AM became Mrs . Philip Anderson FORSBECK 
on June 27, 1964, in Princeton , New Jersey. 
Good news from JO AN WEINSTEIN SHERMAN tells us that 2 Yz-
year-old Craig Richard now has a new brother born in April 
and checking in at 9 lbs. Joan and orthodontist husband, Beryl, 
live at 157 E. Chestnut St., Lancaster, Pa., and would enjoy 
letter s from the old Mellen & Carroll H all group. 
CAROLYN "LYNN" PALMER TIRRELL writes: "Hubby Lee and I 
are now the proud parents of three sons and a daughter. Ricky, 
6; Donni e, 4; Doughie, 3; and Cindy, 1. I taught fourth grade 
in Germany where Lee was stationed. Lee is now a CPA with 
an international CPA firm. I, needle ss to say, am kept very 
busy at home. The Lesley Review is wonderful!!" 
1958 
PAULA PH ILBRI CK TRAPP tells us: "I became Mrs. Carl F. M. 
Trapp in February, 1962 and did substituting in Great Neck, 
N.Y. until my son, Chuck, was born in January, 1963. We are 
expecting a second child in February, 1965. My husband, Carl, 
is an engineer with Consolidated Edison Comp any in New 
York City. Currently, he is working on his Ph.D. and I on 
my Master 's." 
1959 
CAROLANN HELFONT BERMAN writes "Paul and I were married 
in April of 1961 and have made our hom e in Hudson, New 
York. I have kept busy teaching an accelerated fourth grade. 
In between school and Paul 's furniture store we have spent our 
vacations traveling." 
CAROLE SP ILL BERMAN report s: "Martin and I are now proud 
parents of our second daughter , Susan Eva. Beth Cecile is 4 
and they keep me hopping. I recently worked on a committee 
which raised money to begin a school for the intellectually 
handicappe d in the Lewi ston-Auburn area. The school, now 
operating, offers care, training, and under stand ing for some of 
the 2,000 children in the area. I am an active member of the 
county Women's Republican Club and have been ever since 
my husband served in Maine's 99th and 100th Legislature. 
Now he is too busy in the law firm of Berman, Berman and 
Berman for politics but he does aid and rem ains active in the 
Republican Par ty." 
From JOAN PARESKY CHERNOFF of Waltham we received the 
following: "Look forward to reading the LESLEY REVIEW. 
I am elated to read of the progre ss taking place at Lesley. As 
some of my classmates of the Class of 1958 might remember 
I took a 'leave of absence' after completing my junior year. In 
doing so, I was able to tour Europe with husband, Sonny, who 
was stationed in Paris, Franc e. We had opportunity to tour 
twelve countries, including T angier s, North Africa where I 
timidly rode a camel! Back to Lesley Sept. 1958 to complete 
my senior year. Following graduation I taught school (1st 
grade and loved every minute!) in Sudbury . Now, I am busy 
these days being a mother to our 3Yz-year-old Lynne Paula 
and 2Yz-year-old Robert Lewis-and enjoying every minute of 
it. Sonny is now Vice President Charge of Sales at Crims on 
Cigar Co." 
SYLVIA OPPENHEIN married Robert Allen Goodwin on April 18, 
1964. Both are teaching in Barnstable but make their home in 
Centervi lle. Bob is teaching English at the high school whil e 
she is teaching in the element ary grades. 
JANE ROBERTSON is teaching reading in Cambridge. 
1960 
NANCY KING FLINN married H. G. after teaching a year in Conn. 
Son Tommy and Nancy are living there now while H . G. is 
stationed in Labrador before going to Westover Air Force Base. 
She says: "H. G. is now a career officer so through the years 
I should meet wi th Lesley girls all over the world." 
SARALEE FINEMAN GORDON and hu sband Lawrence announce the 
birth of Alan's brother, Michael Louis on July 6. 
A daugh ter, Jane Ellen, was born to proud parents Lewi s and 
DIANE SHARP HAOELMAN on March 9, 1964. 
"Let's hear more about the girls from '60!" writes CYNTHIA 
SHEPATIN ROSENTHAL. Immedi ately following graduation, Cynthia 
taught special classes in Sudbury. Now she divides her time 
between substitutin g and her two children Debbie and Jimmy. 
1961 
Big new s from VIRGINIA FARRELL BLAU is the arri val of Laura 
Susanne born on April 11. Virginia writes "W hen she was 6 
weeks old we flew to England to join Juan. We expect to be 
here until the end of the year, then it's off to Mexico City 
for a few years. Juan is a marketing manager with Findus 
Frozen Foods, a subsidi ary of the Nestle Corpora tion . 
BARBARA SMITH EFFENSON is in her third year of teaching third 
grade in the Brookline Public Schools. 
LENORE LYNCH FRASER writes: "Don and I were married on 
July 27, 1963. One of my bridesmaids was SANDRA TIERNEY '61. 
Don and I make our home in Bedford with our daughter, 
Donna Lee, who was born on April 5, 1964. My fondest regards 
to all my friends who read the LESLEY REVIEW especially 
to Sandr a out in Californi a." 
I NGLEE HARDING went to California in 1961 and taught kinder-
garten. She returned to Boston University in 1962 to get her 
Master 's degree and went west again. Today she is a reading 
consultant in La Puente, California. 
SUZANNE R. HRUSKA is teaching first grade in Woodmere, Long 
Island and is participating in an experimental program of IT A 
(initial teaching alphabet) reading . 
It's a boy! Michael Eric Moses, born December 15, 1963 to 
JUDY PERRY MOSES and proud new father, Vic. Shortly after 
Michael's birth, his daddy took his oath as an attorney at the 
bar of Connecticut. 
EDA WEINBERG STEPPER tells us: "Marty and I are the proud 
parents of a wonderful baby boy-born May 5, 1964. We named 
him Eric Samuel. Sorry he's not .future Lesley material, but 
maybe one of these days he'll have a sister. 
BETYE BAUM WASSERMAN writes that she enjoys reading about 
the doings of her classmates. Her husband Alan is an accountant 
with a firm in New York City not, as we reported earlier, a 
teacher. 
1962 
ADA PRICE ALLEN and husb and, Ross, are residing m Woburn 
where ADA is teaching first grade. 
ADRIENNE A. ·DAMON write s: "I have just returned from 2 years 
in the Peace Corps in Ethiopia and will be working for my 
Master 's Degree in Human Growth and Development at the 
University of Maryland." 
DIANE MARY GRAC IA KENNEY will be living on Altu s Air Base in 
Oklahoma for the next few years with her hu sband, John, and 
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their new son. Before that, Diane taught second grade in New 
York and Missouri. 
SYBIL NASSAU KOPLOWITZ sent us this note: "1 began voluntary 
teaching last spring under the auspices of an Educational Re-
search project conducted by the Salvation Army. It has been 
fascinating, however, even more exciting is the way the name of 
Lesley College opens doors. One question from a certain prin-
cipal: 'What are those Cuisenaire rods all about? ' I felt a great 
deal of pride in Lesley for being able to talk about them. Now, 
I have to get a set." 
LYNNE BALE KOVACS and husband, John, are the proud parents 
of a son-Andrew James, born on May 6, 1964. Andrew James 
weighed in at 8 lbs., 7 ounces and was 21 inches long. 
SUSAN PRATZNER LINDQUIST wraps it all up as follows: "Married-
October, 1962. No kiddies. Teaching second grade-Peabody. 
Very happy!!!" 
DOROTHY o'suLLIVAN MANSFIELD is in Europe for a year where 
her husband, Michael, is stationed with the Army . 
MARJORIE HORVATH MCGEE III and husband William spent the 
summer visiting western Europe and two countries behind the 
iron curtain, Hungary and Roumania. 
STEPHANIE PAYSON LAMPORT married James NOHRNBERG on June 
14, 1964. She is on the faculty of the University of Toronto and 
an instructor at their Institute of Child Study where she is 
planning and presenting an experimental French language pro-
gram. James, a Queen Elizabeth II scholar, is writing his Ph.D. 
thesis in English literature. 
NORMA GLASSER PENCHANSKY and husband, Roy, spent the past 
summer in Chile, South America where Roy did some research 
work for Harvard. 
BRENDA RAWDING is teaching in Marshfield. 
SANDRA ROSENTHAL SCHULTZ is teaching sixth grade in Arlington . 
Her husband Gerald is completing work at Tufts University 
School of Dental Medicine . 
!HANE BERKOWITZ WILCON and husband Fred are currently living 
111 Charlesbank Gardens, Waltham. Two happy events in one 
week-Fred graduated from Columbia Law on June 2 and a 
new addition, Sandra Lynne was born on June 4. 
1963 
MARILYN SALTZ BERNHEIMER reports: "Lenny and 1 have really 
been enjoying our 'two-year honeymoon' in sunny California. 
I'm teaching fourth grade in a nearby town and Lenny 1s 
enrolled as a first year student in Stanford Business School." 
OOROTHY ANN BUCKLEY CICCONE and husband Frank are making 
their home in Waltham. 
JOYCE LEVY has been invited to membership in the Alpha Eta 
chapter of Pi Lambda Theta, the national honor and profes-
sional association for women in education . Joyce has recently 
completed her work for the Master's degree in Human De-
velopment at Harvard University's Graduate School of Educa-
tion. 
JEANNETTE MATULA married Neil J. Smith on April 18 at the 
Cathedral of the Holy Cross in Boston. Following a Nassau 
honeymoon they will make 40 High St., South Acton, Mass. 
their new address. Jeannette is teaching grade one at the 
Green Meadow School in Maynard . Neil is with the Sperry 
Rand Research Center. 
GERALDINE NYE is living in Watertown and teaching third grade 
in Lexington. 
MARTHA MARY SAUNTRY is teaching second grade in Chelmsford. 
Teaching educable retarded children in the public school of 
Everett is PATRICIA SWEENEY. 
VIRGINIA VASSIL is teaching fifth grade 111 Woburn . 
Wedding bills sounded for PHYLLIS POULLEYS and George 
VELIS; SHEILA FOSTER and Stephen ISRAEL. 
JOY WAINWRIGHT is teaching kindergarten at Woodbridge, New 
Jersey. 
LESLIE WALMSLEY is teaching the third grade in Burlington. 
MOVING AGAIN or Changing Your Name? 
To avoid missing a copy of Lesley Review fill out 
form below and send to: Lesley Review, 29 Everett 
Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02138. 
We are interested in hearing from more of you. Please send a note telling about 
yourself to Editor, Lesley Review, Lesley College, Cambridge, Mass. You have 
undoubtedly enjoyed reading about your classmates - they want to read about 
you also. 
We, in turn, will notify Alumnae Records of your new 
address. Remember , each copy of the Lesley Review that 
is wrongly addressed inconveniences you and costs your 
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THE LAST HURRAH 
By Frank R. Mazzaglia 
The last time I saw the Class of 1964, it was a sad affair - Commencement Day. Ah, there were smiles. 
But the smiles were fictitious things and behind each smile was a ready tear. This is why the picture above 
is not a commencement day picture. Tears just don't represent this class. 
I must confess to a bit of personal favoritism towards the Class of 1964. Here is a Class whose every 
breath was devoted to Lesley College. There was something achingly pure about the way they accepted 
both the ups and downs of life. 
To the Class of 1964, you were unforgettable. Accept this personal tribute, however, as a challenge. Your 
College needs you. Become involved in Lesley's plans. Support your Alumnae Association. Come to Alumnae 
Reunions. And see to it that your Class of 1964 never forgets Lesley College. 
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